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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

and Zero-Emissi&r'Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

irety because I do nottelieve unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

ental benefits.

I am as|<ing lly that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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/ehicle Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir rety because i do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

ions for Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

rehicle Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be

naking isions for Minnesota drivers'

lhese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

Lnd
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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ONewCaliforni
arMandates!
e the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

I"1T:T,:.:" u.l,:le airpoltution standards (Revisorb rD R-4d26) inentiretybecause I do not berieve unerected bureaucrats in california shourd beng decisions for Minnesota drivers.

onerous regulations wouid increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00

;1T ::::::i::-t,*"*1ry025. rhese regressive regutations help remove
rungs of upward mobirity. The rure would arso produ.u zero measurable
rtal benefits.

I anlaskine unequivocaily that the MpcA withdraw this nrre from consideration.
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ONewCalifornia
arMandates!
e the walz administration's proposed amendrnents adopting Low-Emission
and Zero-Emission vehicre air polution standards (Revisor,s ID R-4626) in

entiretybecause I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be
ng decisions for Minnesota drivers.

onerous regurations wourd increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
f,500 per car through model year 2o25.These regressive regulations herp remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produle r.ro *r"r'*rbL
rtal benefits.

asking unequivocally that the MpcA withdraw this rure from consideration.
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the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

fehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

isions for Minnesota drivers.

fhese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

sions for Minnesota drivers.
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the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

rehicle Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

naking isions for Minnesota drivers.

hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable
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r Mandates!

the Walz administratiorx proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

r'ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir retybecause I do not belielr unelected bureaucrats in California should be

Tla isions for Minnesota drivers.

lhese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

urd

]le bot

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

:mIl al benefits.

unequivocallythat the MPCA r,r'ithdraw this rule from consideration.
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nd Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Rwisor's ID R-4626) in

retybecause I do not beliel'e unelected bureaucrats in California should be
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the \\hlz administratiods proposed atnelrdments adopting Low-Emission

nd Zero-Emission \rehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in,rehicle
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heir because I do not beliere unelected bureaucrats in California should be

nakin ions for Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations ll'ould increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

urd per car through rnodel year 2025. These regressive regulations help remoYe

rungs of upuard mobiliqr The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.
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the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
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the Walz administratiom proposed ameudments adopting Low-Emission

nd Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
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the Walz administratiotis proprosed amendments adopting Low-Emission

nd Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R4626) in

heir because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

naking fbr Minnesota drivers.

,hese erous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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heir because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

na ons for Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

urd $2 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule r,r'ould also produce zero measurablehe

benelits,

unequivo cally that the MPCA r.r,'ithdran' this rule from c onsiderat ion.
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the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

retybecause I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

isions for Minnesota drivers.
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the Walz administratiods proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R4626) in

because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

I the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Vehi and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their e because I do not believe--unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These rous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

and per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

mental benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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ONewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

entirety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be
decisions for Minnesota drivers.

onerous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
$2,500 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

bottom rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable
benefits.

asking unequivocally that the MPCA with&aw this rule from consideration.
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: the walz administratiorls proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

and Zero_Emission vehijair pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4526) in

entiretybecauseldonotbelieveunelectedbureaucratsinCaliforniashouldbe
decisions for Minnesota drivers'

ie onerous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4d26) in

entirety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be
decisions for Minnesota driyers.

onerous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
$2,500 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable
benefits.

I arf asking that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the Walz administratiods proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

entirety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be
decisions for Minnesota drivers.

onerous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
$2,500 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

bottom rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

I arlr asking unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the walz administrationt proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

entirety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be
decisions for Minnesota driyers.

onerous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
$2,500 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

bottom rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable
benefits.

asking unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the Walz administratiorfs proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

icle and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

entiretybecause I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in Calitfornia should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

onerous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

$2,500 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remoYe

bottom rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

asking unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
and zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

entirety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be
decisions for Minnesota drivers.

onerous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
$2,500 per car through modelyear 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable
benefits.

I arf asking unequivocally that the MpcA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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e the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

entirety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in cali:fornia should be
decisions for Minnesota drivers.

onerous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
$2'500 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove
)ottom rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

I arf asking unequivocally that the MpcA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
entirety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

onerous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

$2,500 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

bottom rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

mentalbenefits.

I fu asking unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the walz administratiorx proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their iretybecause I do not beliere unelected bureaucrats in california should be
ma decisions fbr Minnesota drivers.

These rerous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
and $2

the

per car through model y.ear 2025. These regressive regulations help remo\€
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Ihese s regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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rungs of upr,r''ard mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable
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I the walz administratiorx proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
Vehic and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Rer.isor's ID R-4626) in

tirety because I do not beliel'e unelected bureaucrats in california should be
decisions for Minnesota drir,rrs.
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help renlo\.e
rungs of upward mobility, The rule would also produce zero measurable
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nd Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Rer.isor's ID R-4626) in
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I the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

reg because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be

decisions for Minnesota drir.ers.
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and Zero-Emission \rehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R,4626) in

per car tluough model year 2025. These regressire regulations help remove
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I the \\hlz adm inistration's p roposed amendments adopting Low- Em ission
\rehi and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisori ID R4626) in
their iretybecause I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers-

These s regulations r,l'ould ilrcrease the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
and $ per car through model year 2o25. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurablefie
tental benelits.
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the \\hlz adm inistrati ort's proposed a mendments a dopting Low- Em ission

their

and Zero-Emission \rehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
tire$'because I do not beliew unelected bureaucrats in california should be

decisions fbr Minnesota drivers.

These us regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
per car through model year 202s. These regressir.e regulations help remove
rungs of upward mobiliry The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.
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! the walz a dm inistratioris proposed a mendments a dopting Low- Em issi on
and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisori ID R-4626) in

their rety because I do not belierrc urelected bureaucrats in California should be
decisions for Minnesota drivers.

Ihese s regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
and $
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per c:u through model vear 2025. These regressive regulations help remove
rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable
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the walz administrationi proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
Vehic and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
their irety because I do not belierc unelected bureaucrats in california should be

decisions fbr Minnesota drivers.

These regulations u'ould increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
and $2

the

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remo\re
rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

nental benelits.
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the \{hlz administrations proposed amendments adopting Lo*-Emission
and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R4625) in

their irety because I do not believe urelected bureaucrats in california should be
decisions for Minnesota drivers.
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I the \Ahlz adm inistration's proposed amend ments adopting Low- Em ission
Vehic and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R4626) in
their iretybecause I do not beliere unelected bureaucrats in california should be
ma decisions for Minnesota drivers-

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
and $2

the

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove
rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

al benefits.

unequivocallythat the N.{PCA u'ithdraw this rule from consideration.
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I the \\hlz adm inistr ation's proposed amendments adopting Low- Em ission
Vehic and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisort ID R4626) in
their retybecause I do not belielr urelected trureaucrats in california should be
ma decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These s regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
and per car through model 1'ear 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule r,r,'ould also produce zero measurablethe bot
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the walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
and Zero-Emission \rehicle air pollution standards (Revisori ID R4626) in

their retybecause I do not belier.e urelected bureaucrats in california should be
decisions for Minnesota drivers.

Ihese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
per car through model rear 2025. These regressive regulations help remove
rungs of upward rnobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable
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: the l{hlz adminiskation's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor! ID R-4626) in

becatue I do not beliere unelected bureaucrats in california should be

per car through model y'ear 2025. These regressive regulations help remol.e
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and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R4626) in

their iretl because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be
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I the \{hlz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
\reh and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
their rety because I do not believe ,nelected bureaucrats in california should be

decisions tbr Minnesota dril.ers.

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota betrareen $g00
per car through model 1,ear 2025. These regressive regulations help remove
rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.

unequivrcallythat the MPCA withdraw this rule f-rom consideration.
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the \\hlz adm inistr atiorr's propose d a mendments adopting Low- Em ission
and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R4626) in

their iretybecause I do not beliere unelected bureaucrats in california should be
ma decisions for Minnesota drir.ers.

Ihese s regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
per car through model year 202s. These regressive regulations help remove
rungs of upward rnobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits,

unequirocallythat the MPCA withdraw this rule f'rom consideration.
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the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
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and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz pdn.r[$strations proposd amendmetrts adopting Low-Emission

hd Zero-Emission Vehicle airpb.flution st*44?d. (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
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and $2
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envl

irety because I do not believe ,.r.td'Ctpd-,bm.,urrcrats in California should be

dBcisions for Minnesota drivers.' ,',{tsii'

regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

al benefits.

Iam ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the \\hlz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
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/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir retybecawe I do not beliere unelected bureaucrats in California should be
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[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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per car through model year 2025. These regressit e regulations help remove
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the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be
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the walz administratioris proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

isions for Minnesota drivers.

Ihese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

r/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

fhese erous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove
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the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

irety because I do not believe *nelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

Thete regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

envl tal benefits.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the walz adrninistrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

nd Zero-Emission \rehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R4626) inVehi

heir because I do not beliere unelected bureaucrats in calitbrnia should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

IheBe regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remo\'e
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the \,\hlz adm inistration's p roposed amendments adopting Low- Em ission

Vehi and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisori ID R-4626) in
their irety because I do not beliere unelected bureaucrats in Calilbrnia should be

makin decisions for N{innesota drir.ers.

These s regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

and $ per ciu through model 1,ear 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurablethe

al benefits-

Iam unequirnrcallythat the MPCA u'ithdraw this rule from corsideration.
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I the Walz adm inistration's p rop ose d amend ments adop ting Low- Em ission

and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R4626) in

ybecause I do not beliere unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for lMinnesota drir,ers.

These rerous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remo\re

rungs of upward rnobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable
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unequivocallythat the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the \\hlz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their iretvbecause I do trot believe unelected trureaucrats in California should be

ma decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These s regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

and $ per car through model 1.ear 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

the r rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

mental benefits.

Iam unequirnocallythat the MPCA r,r'ithdraw this rule from consideration.
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their retybecause I do not beliet'e unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drircrs,

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota betrveen $800
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the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
their irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

makin decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

tal benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
andzero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
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the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

rehicle Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

:Ielr e rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be
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naking isions for Minnesota drivers.

regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

y'ehicle Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

isions for Minnesota drivers,

Ihese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regUlations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable
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the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be

isions for Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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Vehi and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their e irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.
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I the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Vehi and Zero-Emission Vehicle air poilution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be
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/ehicle Zero*Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R4626) in

heir er re\.because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be
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the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

r'ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R4626) in

heir because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

ions for Minnesota drivers.
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the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

r'ehicle Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

cisions for Minnesota drivers'

fhese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove
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lam ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Vehi and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their e irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

"depisions for Minnesota drivers.
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unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the \Malz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Ve

their

maki

and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

tirety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These

and $:

the bc

envirr

regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car fhrough model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

Iam unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
iMandates!

the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

heir

naki

md

the

/t

CITY

N
c

Ihese regulations would increase the dost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. Therie regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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''NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their e irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

and

the

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

e benefits.
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iNewCalifornia
r Mandates!

I the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Vehi and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their e irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

Thesq

and $,

the bc

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

rous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Ve Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their

maki

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

and per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

2 7/ +h S*_ /1/, ),r/,

,?,*, FoLls m-/v),
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e mental benefits.

Iam unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

for Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

)O per car through model year 2o25.These regressive regulations help remove

ruhgs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

Invlron benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administratioris proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their

maki

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

and $2 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurablethe

en\,l tal benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Ve Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

l.reir
i

Ihei-e

urd

:he

rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

bcisions for Minnesota drivers.

regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir ry because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

nakin ns for Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

Lnd $2,

he

:nvi

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

I the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
Vehicl and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor,s ID R-4626) in

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be
decisions for Minnesota drivers.

Ihese rous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00

their

maki

md $2

fie

:ITY SIIATE, ZIP

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove
rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administratiotis proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir

naki

rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

ions for Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

Lnd $

he

\DD

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Vehi Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.
' : .'\i

regulations would increase the Cbst of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025.1hese regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

envl al benefits.

Iam unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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N NewCalifornia
r lvlandates!

the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

flehicle Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

Ihese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

md
the

p€r car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

y'ehicl Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

isions for Minnesota drivers.

fhese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

urd $2

rhe

NAME

it Et
ADD SS

CITY ATE,ZIP

/nN s5 3/8

per c$ through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits,

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low- Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir ry because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be

isions for Minnesota drivers.

lhese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

nd $2

he

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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N NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Ve Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model ye ar 2A25. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. Ble rule would also produce zero measurable
and $2

the

en\'l tal benefits,

Iam unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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hesje 1us regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

p., .u, thro*gh model ye ar 2121.These regressive regulations help removend
he tii i'ungs ofupward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

:nvl benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.

NewCalifornia
f'Mandates!

the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low- Emission

'ehicle Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisort ID R-4626) in
their irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

dceisions for Minnesota drivers.

regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025.1hese regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

Iam ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

I the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Ve[ri

their

and

the

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

andZero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

tirety beeause I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

ilecisions for Minnesota drivers.

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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California

Zero-Errqission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their ry b..urrrJX.tdo not believe unelected'lbureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Mihnesota drivers. " ,l"'

regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

e mental benefits.

Iam ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

I' the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Vehi and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their ireffbecause I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

deoibions for Minnesota drivers.

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

and $2 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

envl benefits.

Iam g unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
y'ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir

naki

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

sions for Minnesota drivers.

lhese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

rrd $2

he

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

tal benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

r'ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

isions for Minnesota drivers.

fhese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

rrd $2,

he

3 Y STATE, ZIP

EMAIL
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heit e irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

iSions for Minnesota drivers.

lhese Ecius regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

urd $2,

he

)lncere

am unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.
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NewCalifornia
'Mandates!

the'Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/enlcle !,mission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir rety Secause I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

naking ons for Minnesota drivers.

hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

nd $2, per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurablehe

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

isions for Minnesota drivers.

Ihese rous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

rnd $2,

:he

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

g unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NeWCalifornia
r Mandates!

the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R- 626) in

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

Ihese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00

I opt

Vehi,

fieir
maki

md $2

he

per car through model yeN 2025. These regressive regulations help remove
rungs of upward mobiliry The rule would also produce zero measurable

ental benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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N NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

I the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Vehicl and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These rous regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

500 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

e mental benefits.

Iam unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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and
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

[heir ry because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

Ihese

md $l

the bc

envirc

lama

makin decisions for Minnesota drivers.

regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

and Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

These

and $:

th.epc

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model yiar 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

rheir

maki

rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

Ihese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

md.

the

CITY ATE,ZIP

per c?r through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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N NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir e irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

'11

(hese

md $2;

he

\DDR

51

o.&r. P-^f

]ITY S ATE,ZIP

e-Cc. \ \

for Minnesota drivers.

rous regulations would inciease the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove
"mngs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

sions for Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

/ehicle

heir en

Lnd $

he

am as

)lnCefe

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration'
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NewCalifornia
the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Iehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

r Mandates!

for Minnesota drivers.pakl"g
'J,

hese

nd
he rurigs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

Invrron I benefits.

am ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
t Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

r'ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-a626) in

heir

naki

irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

isions for Minnesota drivers.

lhe$e regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

urd $21

he

per car'tlirough model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of.trpwaid rnQ$h.ty, The rule would also produce zero measurable

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir

naH

because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

ions for Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

Lnd $2;

he

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

isions for Minnesota drivers.

.hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

rn\'lron al benefits.

nd $2

he

am

]ITX STATE, Z

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisort ID R-4626) in

heir

naki

rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

isions for Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

nd $2

he

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

al benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Vehi Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
:heir irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

Ihese

md $2

he

deti'sions for Minnesota drivers.

regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

rehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

naking ions for Minnesota drivers.

hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

nuron benefits.

aln unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the walz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
and Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00

their

maki

and

the

]ITY STA

rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be

per car through model year 2025.These regressive regulations help remove
rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

rety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

naki isions for Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

/ehicle

heir en

nd $2

he

:nvir

am

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

for Minnesota drivers.

.hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

nd $2

he

]ITY S ATE,ZIP

566 a/

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

al benefits.

unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the walz administration's proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission
Vehi

their

Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in
irety because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be

makin decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $g00
md $2 per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable:he

benefits.

ng unequivocally that the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.
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I

Vehi

and $2

the bot

their iretl'because I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

ma decisions for Minnesota drivers.

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the \\hlz adrninistratiods proposed arnendments adopting Low-Emission

nd Zero-Ernission \rehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remo\€

rungs of upward mobilit1.. The rule'w'ould also produce zero measurable

rental benelits.

unequirocallythat the N{PCA withdraw this rule f'rom corsideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the \{hlz administrations proposed amendments adopting Low-Emission

/ehicle Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

heir retybecause I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in California should be

sions fbr Minnesota drivers.

[hese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

nd per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs'of upward molility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.

rg unequivrcallythat the MPCA withdraw this rule from corsideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

th e \{hlz adrn inistratiorx p roposed a mendments adopting Low- Em ission

nd Zero-Emission vehicle air pollution standards (ReYisor's ID R-4626) in

retybecause I do not believe unelected bureaucrats in california should be

isions for Minnesota diGr'i:'l
.r.!"1 \ l..i.r

regulatioirs.would inirease the cost of cars in Minnesota ber**een $800

per car tluough rnodel yeN 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

,/ehicle

heir en

[hese

rnd $

he bot

benefits.

unequirocallythat the MPcAwithdraw this rule from consideration.
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N
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IA sions for Minnesota drivers.

fhese regulations r,r'ould increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

rnd per car tluough rnodel year 2025. These regressire regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

benefits.

g unequirnrcallythat the MPCA withdrar*'this rule from corsideration.
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administration's proposed atnendments adopting Low-Emission

nd Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisori ID R-4626) in

retrn because I do not beliel'e unelected bureaucrats in Calilbrnia should be
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Walz administratiorx proposed antendntents adopting Low-Emission

nd Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) inVehic

dre

their iretybecause I do not belier.e urelected bureaucrats in Califbrnia should be

decisions for Minnesota drir.ers.

Ihese regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota betu'een $800

and $ per car through model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward mobiliry The rule would also produce zero measurable

En\I al benefits.

Iam unequirocally that the MPCA r,r'ithdrar,r'this rule from consideration.
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IIA ions for Minnesota drir.ers.

Ihese s regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

rnd $2 per car tluough model year 2025. These regressive regulations help remoYe

rungs of upward mobility. The rule would also produce zero measurable

lbenefrts.
''o-fr'

unequirocallythat the MPCA withdraw this rule from consideration.

NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Wa lz adm ini str ation's proposed amend ments adopting Low- Em ission

nd Zero-Emission Vehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R4626) in

retybecause I do not beliere turelected bureaucrats in Calitbrnia should be
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NewCalifornia
r Mandates!

the Wa lz a dm inistrati,ort p*pola arnentlments adopting Low- Emission

Zero-Ernission \rehicle air pollution standards (Revisor's ID R-4626) in

their retybecause I do not believe urelected bureaucrats in California should be

ma decisions for Minnesota drirers.

These regulations would increase the cost of cars in Minnesota between $800

and $

the bot

en\rl

EMAIL

Iam rg unequiviocally that the MPCA u'ithdrau'this rule from consideration.

NAME
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/t,,,/s 4,,t
ADDRESS
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per car through model year 2025, These regressive regulations help remove

rungs of upward rnobiliqr The rule would also produce zero measurable

ntal benefits.
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thcir etttiretv bec;unl' I clo Irot bclier.e unelectecl hurrirucrats in Califbrnia shoulcl be

nrakilg decisions fbr N{innesotit tlrivers.

Thcse otrcrtltts rcgulations rvoulei iucrc-ase thc cost oicars ilr Nlinnesota behl'een $800
irncl $2,500 PCr ciu'through ntodcl vear 1025. Thesc regrr-ssir,e regulatiqns helg, rentove
the bottorn rungs of upn'arcl nrohilit'r.. The rule noulcl ailso prroduce zero rleasurable
cnr, ktlrr nrcnl al i'lcnefi ts.

I arr. asking utrequivocallv that the Ir{PCA withtlran, this rule fxxn c6rrsirjerirtign.
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t1.bec I clo ntit belicr,r unelectecl lrurerrucrats in Ciilithrnia shoulcl be

:lStOnS rr iMinnesotir tl rir.ers

ous ittrons rvould incrcase thc cost of cars in N,linnesota betu'cen $llill
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through nrot'lel reirr 2015. lhr'sc- regressivc rcgulations help rcnlo\r
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CISIOI r N{innesota drivcrs.
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